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If we do not have a product listed for a vehicle application you need, let us know and we will
check to see if we can provide you with a solution. Got an older car and want to listen to your
phone, tablet or mp3 player? Its no problem with the TranzIt. Add an audio input to your Honda
or Acura factory radio, connect your portable audio devices directly to your vehicle for simple,
high quality sound. Listen to your favorite songs via your Android mobile phone or MP3 player
with this kit that can be used to stream Internet radio and includes a USB power cable to help
keep your device charged. Add two audio inputs to your Chrysler, Dodge, or Jeep factory radio,
connect your portable audio devices directly to your vehicle for simple, high quality sound. Add
an audio input to your - General Motors factory radio, connect your portable audio devices
directly to your vehicle for simple, high quality sound. Refine Your Search Categories v. Price v.
Loading products, please wait Can't find what you're looking for? Submit a Request. PAC is
your source for auxiliary integration solutions that deliver the quality and performance your
customers will love. Vehicle Specific Auxiliary Input. Universal Auxiliary Input. Satellite Radio
Integration. Bluetooth Integration. Aftermarket Radio Specific. Show 6 9 12 15 30 50 All. Grid
Layout List Layout. Customer reviews. Write a review. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options. Add to Wish
List. This page works best with JavaScript. Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing
features. You can still see all customer reviews for the product. Top positive review. Reviewed
in the United States on December 9, It also will not work if your OE incudes the BOSE audio
package, which uses a different wiring configuration that's not compatible with this adapter. SO
glad I did. Over the years I've gotten more bold about tearing stuff up in this car, and this job
was a pretty involved one that I wouldn't recommend for anyone who's not comfortable messing
with auto stereo. Then you need to be running something in the remote player in order to "trick"
the head unit into accepting an aux feed from the adapter. My MP3 player now sounds like I
never thought it could through this car's OE stereo I upgraded all the OE speakers a long time
ago , and if Santa brings me a satellite radio for Christmas, now I'm all set up for it. Fortunately,
the adapter case can be snapped open, and the little plastic plate that covers the ends of the
sockets can be removed you can see the edges of it in the listing photo It all came out great,
and I couldn't be happier with the results. Top critical review. Reviewed in the United States on
October 26, The website for the company said it would fit my Avalanche. All the connections fit,
but there was no sound. Turns out the only way it will work is if your sound system has a
separate "slave" unit. That means a smaller CD or tape player in a different spot than the factory
radio or CD player, and this unit plugs in between them. It's confusing. Wasted a lot of time
trying to get it to work and drilled holes in my dash that I can't use now and it looks ugly.
Thankfully I was able to return it and bought a kit from Crutchfield to install an aftermarket
radio. Sort by. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All reviewers Verified purchase
only All reviewers. All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star only 1 star only All positive
All critical All stars. Text, image, video Image and video reviews only Text, image, video. There
was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. From the United States.
Verified Purchase. Showing 0 comments. There was a problem loading comments right now.
This little doo-hickey is the starting point for new life in your late-model GM This unit plugs-in
between the slave unit and the master unit, providing switching between two sets of stereo
audio RCA inputs. I used one set of inputs for a dash-mounted 3. Stuffing all the wires and
cables in the dash is the hard part! Definitely worth the investment. This is my second one - the
original lasted 3 years in my 99 Suburban then started making ticking noises all the time that
sounded like my turn signals were left on! Installed second one a few days ago and it works
well. Install was super easy having already done it once. This unit however suffers from the
same sound issue that the other one did. It is not amplified so when using my iphone, the
volume has to be turned up significantly on the radio to get to acceptable levels. So you gotta
remember to turn it back down before using the radio or the cd player again or the volume will
bust your eardrums! Overall though I still recommend it because it lets me retain my original
Delco stereo and cd player in the dash of the truck! The unit works great on my Tahoe,
non-Bose with factory subwoofer. However, there are some things that should probably be
explained: A You must have a CD or cassette depending on what type of player you have
inserted for the head unit to allow you to switch to the AUX input. I just took an old cassette
adapter and cut off the cord that stuck out from it. B Even though it is easier to fit in the console
behind the tape deck, it won't work if you connect it AT the tape deck. The only way this unit will
work if if you connect it at the back of the head unit. Otherwise you get a whole lot of nothing as
far as sound is concerned. Once I got all that figured out, this unit worked exactly as advertised.
If only you could skip playing the tape ; tahoe With the tape deck down low. Works fine, but
have to play the tape. As others have said you have to attach this to the back of the radio, not

the back of the tape deck. When I attached it to the back of tape deck I could hear the signal it
sends to the radio saying a tape is playing. I was able to run the wires for this under my radio
careful not to pinch the wires putting the box behind my A. The rest of the wires an rca to
headphone jack, sold sep, and the switch I ran under the ash tray down into the CD holder. Ran
usb cables to charge phone and iPod from cig adapters to the CD holder also. So I can put my
iPod in the CD holder and charge it while keeping cable mess to a minimum. I pulled my onstar
while I was in the dash, replaced it's spot with a 's cubby hole from junk yard 2 other choices 1.
Images in this review. Seriously a piece of crap, the original and the replacement. Did anyone
who assembled this even look at a the 9 pin harness for this year's application before they
wired it? You have a jumper going no where and the yellow is in the orange spot. Honestly you
own ME for the wasted time, bullcrap and your complete lack of hardness wiring capibiltys. I
could easily unscrew this harness wiring but why should I have to. I paid you for a product that
is supposed to match the years you listed and it doesn't. There is no input from either input
because the wiring goes no where at the main tie in from the stupid box. Thanks for being an
epic disappointment at the gm 9 pin. This opens up a whole new world for me and my car
stereo. I'm now able to use my iPod and XM satellite receiver in my car. It was a breeze to install
and allows the user to have 2 different inputs into a stock radio. I installed this in my Suburban.
One person found this helpful. Worked better than expected, I read that a lot of you don't have
working slave CD players. Take it to your local electronics repair center. I had one fixed for 40
bucks. Anyhow back to my story, took me all of 15 minutes to install and it works sooooo good!
Mind you it's in a gmc truck! The radio is from my old Chevy crewcab 4 door Silverado. If you're
looking an auxiliary hook up get this one! Oh don't forget to buy a small rca to 3. Works great
on my older Chevrolet pickup! Followed some online video instructions for removing the radio
and the install was very easy. The system works perfectly so far! Make sure you have an aux to
RCA cable to install with it. I ran the aux cable out the bottom of the dash, and ran the switch
down and coiled it up in the ashtray as I don't intend to switch over to the CD player often. Get
fast answers from reviewers. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question.
Please enter a question. Need customer service? Click here. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
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two pairs of stereo inputs. Requires factory auxiliary source such as a console or dash mounted
cassette, CD player or console mounted CD change. Skip to main content. You can return the
item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free
returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method
Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 6 hrs and 23 mins Details. Only 5 left in
stock more on the way. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work
hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Include
Add a Protection Plan:. Drops, spills and cracked screens due to normal use covered from day
one. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims approved within
minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your covered
product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy
returns. Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Brand: PAC. Requires No External
Wiring. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. Some of these
items ship sooner than the others. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE
Shipping. Amazon Basics 3. Apple Lightning to 3. Customers who bought this item also bought.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item
also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items.
Product information Technical Details. Item Weight 1 pounds Product Dimensions 11 x 11 x 2.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Warranty [PDF ]. See questions and answers.
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audio package, which uses a different wiring configuration that's not compatible with this
adapter. SO glad I did. Over the years I've gotten more bold about tearing stuff up in this car,
and this job was a pretty involved one that I wouldn't recommend for anyone who's not
comfortable messing with auto stereo. Then you need to be running something in the remote
player in order to "trick" the head unit into accepting an aux feed from the adapter. My MP3
player now sounds like I never thought it could through this car's OE stereo I upgraded all the
OE speakers a long time ago , and if Santa brings me a satellite radio for Christmas, now I'm all
set up for it. Fortunately, the adapter case can be snapped open, and the little plastic plate that
covers the ends of the sockets can be removed you can see the edges of it in the listing photo It
all came out great, and I couldn't be happier with the results. The website for the company said
it would fit my Avalanche. All the connections fit, but there was no sound. Turns out the only
way it will work is if your sound system has a separate "slave" unit. That means a smaller CD or
tape player in a different spot than the factory radio or CD player, and this unit plugs in between
them. It's confusing. Wasted a lot of time trying to get it to work and drilled holes in my dash
that I can't use now and it looks ugly. Thankfully I was able to return it and bought a kit from
Crutchfield to install an aftermarket radio. This little doo-hickey is the starting point for new life
in your late-model GM This unit plugs-in between the slave unit and the master unit, providing
switching between two sets of stereo audio RCA inputs. I used one set of inputs for a
dash-mounted 3. Stuffing all the wires and cables in the dash is the hard part! Definitely worth
the investment. This is my second one - the original lasted 3 years in my 99 Suburban then
started making ticking noises all the time that sounded like my turn signals were left on!
Installed second one a few days ago and it works well. Install was super easy having already
done it once. This unit however suffers from the same sound issue that the other one did. It is
not amplified so when using my iphone, the volume has to be turned up significantly on the
radio to get to acceptable levels. So you gotta remember to turn it back down before using the
radio or the cd player again or the volume will bust your eardrums! Overall though I still
recommend it because it lets me retain my original Delco stereo and cd player in the dash of the
truck! The unit works great on my Tahoe, non-Bose with factory subwoofer. However, there are
some things that should probably be explained: A You must have a CD or cassette depending
on what type of player you have inserted for the head unit to allow you to switch to the AUX
input. I just took an old cassette adapter and cut off the cord that stuck out from it. B Even
though it is easier to fit in the console behind the tape deck, it won't work if you connect it AT
the tape deck. The only way this unit will work if if you connect it at the back of the head unit.
Otherwise you get a whole lot of nothing as far as sound is concerned. Once I got all that
figured out, this unit worked exactly as advertised. If only you could skip playing the tape ;
tahoe With the tape deck down low. Works fine, but have to play the tape. As others have said
you have to attach this to the back of the radio, not the back of the tape deck. When I attached it
to the back of tape deck I could hear the signal it sends to the radio saying a tape is playing. I
was able to run the wires for this under my radio careful not to pinch the wires putting the box
behind my A. The rest of the wires an rca to headphone jack, sold sep, and the switch I ran
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keeping cable mess to a minimum. I pulled my onstar while I was in the dash, replaced it's spot
with a 's cubby hole from junk yard 2 other choices 1. Images in this review. See all reviews.
Top reviews from other countries. Defective product. Very poor quality construction, especially
the solder at the switch. My unit did not work right out of the package. Report abuse. Got a
suburban, worked great. Just make sure you install it behind the radio, not behind the cassette
or CD player in the console. Had to buy a cassette to get it to play through the pac box, no
biggie. Good product. Very disappointed that it doesn't work, need an external cd changer. This
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